
weighing dead bass. Back-up livewell recirculation- On-Water Weigh-in - Weighing fish at a conve-
aeration systems are commercially available or can be nient, on-water site can facilitate the release of the fish
installed at low cost. It may be desirable on some after weigh-in and possibly help organize the anglers.
waters to require contestants to have a back-up Having this facility available to the anglers
livewell aeration system. At the very least, require throughout the day could also improve survival rate of
each contestant's boat to have a bailing device. This is the bass because of the shorter average in-livewell
a US Coast Guard requirement on some waters. The time. A higher dead-fish penalty or an early weigh-in
bailing device can be used to supply fresh water to a bonus may be necessary to provide incentive to the
livewell if the pump fails. anglers to weigh their fish throughout the day.

Reduced Limit - A reduced limit can promote sur-
vival of the fish because fewer fish are held in a
livewell and eventually processed at weigh-in. Fewer SUMMARY
fish in the livewell results in better water circulation,
decreased rate of oxygen consumption, and decreased Procedures and facilities used by individuals or
rate of accumulation of toxic waste products. The groups conducting a bass tournament can affect the
reduced limit increases the probability that con- survival of tournament-caught fish. This circular
testants will catch a limit of fish early in the tourna- presents guidelines and suggestions for conducting
ment. When additional fish are caught they are re- tournaments to insure the maximum survival of
leased immediately or a smaller fish is culled from the tournament-caught fish. Important considerations to
livewell and released. Whatever the tournament catch attain maximum survival of tournament-caught fish
limit is, it should be clearly stated and enforced that in weigh-in tournaments include:
this is the maximum number of fish that can be in the
boat at any time (except immediately after the limit- 1. A live release policy enforced by a dead fish
plus-one fish is caught). A reduced limit accomplishes penalty and requiring all boats to have a func-
little if a large number of fish are held in the livewell tional aerated livewell;
all day and a tournament-limit of bass is culled from 2. handling the fish at weigh-in as gently, and as lit-
the livewell at the end of the day. tle as possible, and returning the fish to desirable

water conditions as soon as possible;
3. design and use offish holding facilities to insure

Size Limit - On some lakes a larger minimum size fish are held under the best possible conditions to
limit may be an effective way to reduce the number of insure survival;
fish in the livewell. A form of size limit is a number-by- 4. selection of desirable fish-release sites;
size limit. For example, the tournament limit may be 5. selection of tournament sites; and
six fish per angler, 12 inch minimum size limit, and 6. the importance of a well organized group of peo-
only three fish may be smaller than 15 inches, ple conducting the tournament to insure all

necessary information is collected and the fish
are kept out of desirable conditions for the

Total Length Rather Than Weight - If all boats shortest time possible.
contain identical measuring boards, fish can be
measured to the nearest 1/4 or 1/2 inch, witnessed by In properly organized and conducted tournaments,
the other angler in the boat and released immediately, the mortality of the fish is largely a result of
Best catch can be based on the sum of length the angler negligence and improperly designed
measurements. If desired, length measurments can be livewells. Some of the alternatives to the standardized

converted to weights on a small calculator, weigh-in tournaments that will reduce angler-caused

Appropriate weight-length relationships can be mortality include:
obtained from regional fisheries biologists. It may be
desirable to use a combination of measure-release and 1. alternative dead-fish penalties;

weigh-in. For example, each angler may keep the 2. require functional livewells;

largest one or two bass caught in the livewell for 3. reduced number limits;

weigh-in and measure and release all other bass. The 4. higher size limits;

total weight is equal to the lengths of released fish con- 5. ranking catches by length or a combination of

verted to weights plus the weight of the fish weighed- length and weight; and

in. 6. on water weigh-in.
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